The FilamentFactory sewing threads are recognized worldwide for their excellent dyeability and strength. Type 712 has a proven track record of being an extremely consistent fine yarn with outstanding stretch and recovery characteristics. With the introduction of 712 R-PET, the familiar sewing thread is now available based entirely on post-consumer waste.

**Tailored**

With our engineered filament program, we are able to modify the sewing thread to create a perfect fit with your processing needs. A wide count range and endless tailoring possibilities, enable us to cover a wide variety of sewing and embroidery applications.

**Uniformity**

Our 712 sewing thread yarns are famed for their excellent dyeability characteristics. Recycling is not a compromise, our post-consumer based yarns ensure color uniformity in your products.

**Conformity**

712 R-PET shows the same level of conformity as our regular sewing thread yarns. High tensile strength and low shrink values make our threads a great choice for many applications.

---

**Recycled**

Established 712 sewing thread yarn is now available as a recycled product based on 100% post-consumer waste.

**Dyeability**

Excellent dyeability features to ensure color uniformity.

**Applications**

Embroidery, outdoor fabrics, signs, awnings, braided cords, leather goods, technical textiles, apparel, automotive

**High-quality**

2-step product made in Germany. Low variations, most stable and steady performance yarn in the world.

**Full titer range**

22 dtex up to 6600 dtex.

**High Tenacity**

Up to 68 cN/tex.

**Flexibility**

Titer, tenacity, HAS% can be optimized.
The FilamentFactory is a multifilament yarn producer located in Bad Hersfeld, Germany. With a rock solid reputation, strong infrastructure and experience dating back decades.

Shown values are the result of both internal and external research on our products. Any information provided by The FilamentFactory does not release the user from the obligation of performing its own analysis to determine the suitability of the product for the intended process or final application.